The strength of selection in populations has traditionally been inferred by measuring changes in bulk population parameters, such as mean reproductive rates. Untangling the effect of selection from other factors, such as specific responses to environmental fluctuations, poses a significant problem both in microbiology and in other fields, including cancer biology and immunology, where selection occurs within phenotypically heterogeneous populations of cells. Using "individual histories"-temporal sequences of all reproduction events and phenotypic changes of individuals and their ancestors-we present an alternative approach to quantifying selection in diverse experimental settings. Selection is viewed as a process that acts on histories, and a measure of selection that employs the distribution of histories is introduced. We apply this measure to phenotypically structured populations in fluctuating environments across different evolutionary regimes. Additionally, we show that reproduction events alone, recorded in the population's tree of cell divisions, may be sufficient to accurately measure selection. The measure is thus applicable in a wide range of biological systems, from microorganisms-including species for which genetic tools do not yet exist-to cellular populations, such as tumors and stem cells, where detailed temporal data are becoming available.
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phenotypic diversity | selection strength | statistical mechanics | stochastic switching | fundamental theorem of natural selection M easuring the strength of selection in populations is fundamental to any quantitative description of evolution. In laboratory experiments, populations of microorganisms can be propagated for many generations, in constant or fluctuating conditions, and adaptation of growth rates and other characteristics can be measured (1) . Adaptation of the population as a whole may arise from individual responses, such as sensor-mediated changes in gene expression activating specific pathways that are beneficial in certain conditions. Likewise, it can result from selection acting on existing, heritable phenotypic and/or genotypic differences between individuals [e.g., as in antibiotic persistence (2) , bacterial sporulation and competence (3), and phase variation (4)]. In reality, both individual responses and population-level selection occur concurrently, and the adaptation of the population results from the mixture of these two forces. It should be highly informative therefore to characterize the effective strength of selection in experimental evolution. Such measurement would identify specific environmental conditions that require adaptation via selection, as well as those for which an organism already possesses suitable genetic pathways of response. It could, in principle, be predictive as well of what an organism can easily adapt to via selection, and what might be more difficult.
In population genetics studies, the existence of selection and its strength are indirectly inferred from analysis of existing genetic variation in populations (5) . In experimental evolution, where one hopes to directly observe selection in action, selection measurements have been based on changes in bulk population growth rate and on the variance of reproductive rates (1) . The insight of Fisher (6) was to partition the change in the population growth rate into two terms, the first due to changes in allele frequencies, and the second due to changes in environmental conditions (7) (8) (9) (10) . The first term was defined as the measure of selection and was proven to be equal to the population's variance of fitness. While mathematically valid, and intuitively appealing, the theorem is difficult to apply directly to experiments because it neglects the effect of mutations, as well as other aspects of population structure such as phenotypic heterogeneity, specific responses, and environmental fluctuations, all of which are relevant on time scales of laboratory experiments.
Recently, detailed temporal information about individuals in microbial populations has become available (3, (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) Using gene-specific fluorescent reporters, video microscopy, and automated image analysis, one can follow each "history," i.e., temporal sequences of all reproduction events and all phenotypic changes of a given individual and of its ancestors (16) . Cell lineage data are also becoming available in other systems, including hematopoietic stem cells (17) and carcinoma cell lines (18) . Such detailed data should allow one to proceed beyond the classical measures of selection, both in microbiology and in other fields such as cancer biology where selection occurs within phenotypically heterogeneous populations of cells (19, 20) . We introduce here a theoretical framework that takes full advantage of individual-level temporal data that is typical of recent experiments, while simultaneously maintaining the intuitive aspects of Fisher's and Price's formulations of population evolution (6, 21) . Key to our approach is the shift of focus from individual organisms to individuals' histories.
What needs to be measured regarding selection? Selective differences are certainly measurable, when sufficiently large, so this poses no fundamental problem. How such differences propagate to the population level, however, can depend strongly on mutation rates, phenotypic heterogeneity, environmental fluctuations, population sizes, and demography. Finding the key measurements of this process is thus at the heart of what selection means as a biological concept. To avoid a potentially subjective resolution of this problem, we introduce here a thought experiment that provides a conceptual basis for measuring selection, which is inspired by similar problems in the physical sciences. To gauge the importance of thermal fluctuations, for example, for the behavior of a physical system, such as a solution, or a crystal, the natural approach is to change temperature and measure how the system responds. Similarly, to gauge the importance of selective differences for the behavior of a population, it seems natural to change the relative magnitude of those differences and measure how the population responds. We imagine an experiment A, in which a population is tracked over many generations with controlled environmental fluctuations. Simultaneously, an almost identical experiment B is performed, with precisely the same temporal changes of environment, except that reproduction rates (fitness values) of all individuals are multiplied by a constant value β, close to 1, which we call the historical conditions factor. We then compare any measurable quantity between experiments A and B, with the difference measuring the importance, or effective strength, of selection for the given quantity.
Importantly, in experiment B, we perturb fitness values very slightly. In this way, we assess the effective strength of selection in conditions that are as close as possible to the conditions of the experiment itself. We stress that experiment B is most likely not feasible in any given system, and we introduce it here as a gedanken experiment, not to be performed. Remarkably, however, we will demonstrate that the response of the population to the change of fitness is completely determined by the distribution of histories in experiment A alone, and may be measured without performing experiment B. We will then show that the fitness of individuals measured over their history-the historical fitness-is a key quantity: The response of its mean to the change of β is precisely equal to its variance. The result, which is reminiscent of Fisher's theorem, is nevertheless exact even in the presence of mutations, phenotypic heterogeneities, and fluctuating environments.
Theoretical Approach
Population Dynamics-Standard Formulation. We consider a model of a heterogeneous, asexual population in which individuals have different, discrete phenotypes, indexed by i, which reproduce with different rates f E i that may depend on fluctuating environmental conditions, EðtÞ. Individuals can switch phenotypes according to a set of rates s E ij , which denotes the rate of switching from phenotype j to phenotype i in environment E. We define s E jj ¼ −∑ i≠j s E ij , so the diagonal elements are the total rate of switching out of each phenotype. The potential dependence of switching rates on the environmental state allows for both stochastic and response-mediated switching to be modeled (22) ; switching rates may also model mutational or epigenetic rates.
The term "phenotype" throughout this paper refers to both genetic and nongenetic diversity, and the term "fitness" will be synonymous with individual reproductive rates, i.e., the potential for reproduction, whereas reproduction events are the result of a fitness-dependent stochastic process. While this stochastic process is cumbersome to write explicitly (see SI Text), its expected behavior is given by the following equations for N i ðtÞ, the expected number of cells with phenotype i at time t:
From the expected total population size, NðtÞ ≡ ∑ i N i ðtÞ, we obtain the frequency of phenotype i in the population: n i ðtÞ ≡ N i ðtÞ∕NðtÞ. It follows that the population mean fitness, f ðtÞ ¼ ∑ i f E i n i ðtÞ, is equal to the bulk population growth rate, ΛðtÞ ≡ _ NðtÞ∕NðtÞ, which is often measured in evolution experiments. The average value of this quantity over the entire experiment,Λ, or the long-term growth rate, converges to ð1∕tÞ log NðtÞ, for large t in exponentially growing populations.
Population Dynamics-History Formulation. We recast the above model in a formulation that uses individual histories as its basis. We begin as in ref. 23 by considering a scenario in which a population of cells is observed for a total time t, and an individual cell is traced back by recording for all times t 0 < t its historical phenotypic states, σðt 0 Þ (see Fig. 1 ). When we refer to the entire history, we will denote it by σ, reserving the notation σðt 0 Þ for the historical phenotypic state at time t 0 . The history formulation describes expectations of historical quantities, taken over the stochastic process of reproduction and switching. In bounded populations, such expectations are measured by sampling independent histories (see Methods).
Two mathematical quantities play a key role: the integrated, historical fitness, H σ , and the a priori probability, P σ , both of which depend on the environment EðtÞ. The quantity H σ is found by integrating the cell's reproduction rate over time (see Fig. 1 ) and depends on the cell's entire phenotypic history, σ, but not explicitly on details of the cellular mechanisms that underly the phenotypic changes:
The quantity P σ is found by computing the probability that a single cell exhibits the temporal sequence σ of phenotypic switches and depends on the individual-level cellular mechanisms, but not on the reproduction rates of phenotypes. The expression for P σ depends on parameters s
, but its precise form will not be needed here.
The histories observed in any given experiment depend on a competitive interplay between their a priori probability, which is determined by individual-level mechanisms, and selection, which acts at the population level. The effect of selection is to amplify histories exponentially according to their historical fitness. The expected number of cells with a given history σ is therefore given by its a priori probability, P σ , times the exponential factor e βH σ (for now we can think of β being equal to 1). The total expected number of cells at time t, descended from a single initial cell, is found by summing the quantity P σ e βH σ over all possible histories:
ðpopulation sizeÞ:
In the presence of selection, histories that would normally be rare (according to P σ ) can become common in the population. The frequency of a history is denoted by x σ , defined as the expected number of cells with history σ divided by the total number: x σ ≡ P σ e βH σ ∕Nðt;βÞ. Analogous to the population mean fitness, in the history formulation we define the mean fitness of histories, H:
ðhistorical mean fitnessÞ:
Selection and Histories. To decouple selection from other effects, the history formulation allows us to change β and measure the response of any quantity. We compute how a change of β affects the frequency of histories,
and how the change of β affects the mean historical fitness,
Returning to the thought experiment, the left-hand side above corresponds to the result of comparing experiment B to experiment A. Evaluating the result at β ¼ 1 (i.e., a tiny perturbation of fitness), the right-hand side is then precisely the historical fitness variance in experiment A. Therefore we can assert that the result of the thought experiment is, in fact, measurable without performing experiment B.
The use of the derivative with respect to β to measure the effective strength of selection is natural, as we have argued based on an analogy with physical systems (see Discussion). Derivatives of quantities other than H, however, may, in principle, be useful as well. For example, the population mean fitness f is another natural candidate, which can be written as f ¼ ∑ σ f σðtÞ x σ , whose derivative is found using Eq. 1 to be ∂f ∕∂β ¼ Covðf σðtÞ ;H σ Þ. Here, we will use the historical fitness variance per unit time,
ðmeasure of selectionÞ;
as the measure of selection. We make this choice due to the formal similarities between M s and Fisher's result, as well as the direct applicability of M s to experiments, which will be shown below. We can interpret the historical fitness relation in terms of the behavior of histories. Eq. 1 shows that upon a change of β, frequencies of histories change as though the histories themselves were the fundamental replicating entities. Histories with larger fitness will benefit from a change in historical conditions exponentially more than histories with smaller fitness. If histories in the population have similar values of H σ , the change in historical conditions benefits them equally, and the mean historical fitness, H, changes minimally. Conversely, if the distribution of H σ is broad, the change in historical conditions benefits those histories with high H σ disproportionally, and the change in the mean historical fitness is large. The intuition behind Fisher's theorem is therefore applicable to histories as replicating entities.
Results
To investigate the behavior of histories across different evolutionary regimes, we now specialize the general model. Individuals will be assumed to have two phenotypic states, each adapted to two different environments. Environmental changes occur here periodically, with period τ, and individuals can switch phenotype in a way that is either stochastic (switching randomly between the phenotypes) or responsive (switching specifically to the adapted phenotype, i.e., sensing). Adapted individuals reproduce with rate f a , and nonadapted individuals at a lower rate f na . Rates
stochastic and responsive switching, organisms that sense and respond but might make errors, as well as pure stochastic (s r ¼ 0) and pure responsive (s ¼ 0) organisms.
We simulate these stochastic and responsive models, keeping track of individual histories, for both normal (β ¼ 1) and improved (β ¼ 1.1) historical conditions. Upon a change of historical conditions, the change in H observed in simulation is used to estimate M s , as shown in Fig. 2A . Even with very few histories depicted in Fig. 2 , it is apparent that the larger the historical fitness variance in normal conditions, the larger the increase in mean fitness upon improved conditions (see also Fig. S1 ). To verify the relation quantitatively, VarðH σ Þ must be estimated accurately (as in Fig. 3 below) , which requires hundreds of independent histories (see Discussion).
The value of M s can be computed exactly (see Methods), for any instance of the given model, over the entire range of fluctuation periods τ (Fig. 3) . The strength of selection measured by M s depends on both the nature of individual behavior and the period of environmental fluctuations. For stochastic switching (Fig. 3A) , a pronounced peak in M s (note the logarithmic scale) is present at values of τ significantly larger than the generation time. For responsive switching (Fig. 3B ), the M s curve is shifted downward relative to the pure stochastic case, and its peak becomes less pronounced. The existence and meaning of these peaks can be understood qualitatively (see Discussion), by considering the relevant population dynamics. Likewise, asymptotic behaviors of these curves can be derived in the limits of fast (τ ≪ 1) and slow (τ ≫ 1) environmental fluctuations (see SI Text). We note that M s clearly distinguishes between stochastic and responsive switching via the location and magnitude of the peak with respect to the dashed line 1∕τ. Also in agreement with our expectation, increasingly slow responsive switches (s r ≪ 1) behave increasingly like pure stochastic switches, as their peak crosses this line. Fig. S2 presents additional plots for cases of fast stochastic switching, and switching with asymmetric fitness values.
The definition of M s based on detailed phenotypic histories seems to imply that measurement of this quantity directly from experimental populations (or in this work, directly from simulated ones) would require information about the internal phenotypic states of cells. Surprisingly, however, we find that M s can in some cases be inferred accurately using only the distribution of cell divisions over individual histories. Indeed, visual inspection of Fig. 2B shows that for slow stochastic switching, for which the effective selection strength M s is large, the pattern of cell divisions across the histories is strikingly nonuniform, with patches of cell division separated by empty intervals (in contrast to responsive switching).
This observation is explained by noticing that the number of cell divisions observed in a history σ is a random variable D σ whose statistical properties depend on the cell's historical fitness H σ . Variance in D σ between histories results from two sources: (i) variance of the historical fitness of different cells, i.e., VarðH σ Þ, and (ii) variance of the cell division process itself. The latter is given by D σ , for the case in which the times between cell divisions are exponentially distributed random variables. This results in the following measurement formula (see SI Text):
By performing independent replicate experiments, in which all cell divisions are recorded, M s may thus be measured using the difference between the variance and the average number of cell divisions over independent histories, with a large difference resulting in the patchiness observed in Fig 2B. Fig. 3 depicts the results of simulations, in which we measured M s from cell division statistics (filled circles), showing an excellent agreement with values expected from exact calculations (solid curves). With a modification, the same approach may be used to measure M s also in other cases for which cell division times are not exponentially distributed (e.g., for gamma distribution, see SI Text). Thus, it seems that M s could in some cases be measurable directly by using cell divisions as a reporter on the underlying historical fitness and would not necessarily require knowledge of the internal states of cells.
Discussion
In laboratory experiments, the change in bulk growth rate over time, df ∕dt, has often been used to detect the presence of selection. In the absence of phenotypic switching of any kind (i.e., s E ij ¼ 0), this change is equal to the population fitness variance, Varðf Þ ¼ ∑ i ðf E i − f Þ 2 n i ðtÞ, i.e., a simple version of Fisher's theorem. Switching introduces a major deviation from this result (given in SI Text) with several consequences: (i) changes in f may no longer reflect the action of selection, (ii) the population fitness variance may no longer be a measurable quantity in bulk, and (iii) even if measurable, a large fitness variance may no longer imply an increase of f . Crucially, in experiments it is difficult to determine whether any or all of these consequences are in effect. Fundamentally, phenotypic switching (responsive and/or stochastic) entangles the action of selection and of individual response in a manner that appears to be difficult to separate via bulk measurements.
We consider a few examples to illustrate the above possibilities. As an example of case (i), we consider pure responsive switching, wherein cells change their internal state upon a change of environment, e.g., a change of carbon source. Measurement of f right after the change results in a low value because cells have not yet responded. Measurement of df ∕dt at later times will be positive, while cells in the population respond to the change. As more cells respond, df ∕dt will decay back toward zero. If cells respond with a rate that is faster than their division rate, measured changes in f will be due largely to individual responses, rather than selective differences, and df ∕dt will reflect individual-level response instead of population-level selection. Fig. 2 . Individual histories in two-phenotype models. (A) Individual histories are shown for responsive and stochastic switching models, for normal and 10% improved historical conditions. For each model and historical condition, three independent simulations were run, and a randomly chosen individual history is shown from each simulation (colored segments), with the same color scheme as in Fig. 1 . Tick marks display cell divisions. Temporal intervals during which an individual was in the adapted state are shown (gray segments), and the percent of time spent in the adapted state is indicated. Parameters used were s ¼ 0, For cases (ii) and (iii), we consider fast stochastic switching, i.e., cells that switch phenotypes with rates comparable to the cell division rate. To measure fitness variance, one would typically initiate many clones, measure the bulk growth rate for each, and find the variance. However, if cells switch phenotypes quickly, each clone will rapidly reestablish the equilibrium mixture of phenotypes. Growth rate measurements within clones must then be made in the first few generations, which in general requires measuring individual histories, rather than bulk growth rates. Even if such measurements are feasible in bulk in specific systems (e.g., if specific labels of phenotypes are available), it is easy to see that the variance of fitness in such cases is not necessarily measuring any kind of selection. The variance is due to the fact that cells change phenotype faster than they divide. As these few examples show, bulk population measurements, such as f and Varðf Þ, confound individual-level mechanisms with populationlevel selection.
The history formulation provides a unifying framework to describe population dynamics at the individual level and can untangle selection from the multitude of individual-level behaviors that affect bulk measurements. To relate historical quantities with well-established intuition regarding population dynamics, we discuss the behavior of M s in several important regimes. First, we consider the dynamics of a population "climbing" a fitness peak, e.g., when switching rates correspond to mutational rates. Before reaching the peak, df ∕dt > 0 because mutations are available that increase fitness. Upon reaching the peak, further increase of the mean fitness is not possible, and df ∕dt tends to zero. The population reaches the so-called mutation-selection balance, wherein the fraction of the population "falling off" the peak (due to mutation) is precisely balanced by the excess rate of cell divisions on the peak. At such equilibrium, measurement of M s yields a nonzero value. This may be seen in its asymptotic behavior as τ → ∞ in Fig. 3A , which via direct calculation (see SI Text) yields M s → 2s 2 ∕Δf , with Δf ¼ f a − f na , and s ≪ Δf , i.e., as switching (mutation) rate s increases, selection plays an increasingly greater role in keeping the population on the peak.
Importantly, we find that the value of M s at a fitness peak decreases as the fitness difference Δf (the benefit of being on the peak) increases. This may seem counterintuitive at first because increasingly large fitness differences are typically thought of as increasingly strong selection. In such cases, however, the time scale over which selection acts is increasingly short (order of 1∕Δf ), because nonadapted variants are rapidly eliminated. The measure M s is therefore sensitive to the proportion of time the population structure is affected by selection. We can relate this as well to behavior in fluctuating environments, by considering selective sweeps, i.e., temporal intervals during which selection amplifies adapted variants to high frequency. If large fitness differences exist but occur rarely, sweeps will seldom occur, completing quickly when they do, and M s will record a relatively small value, e.g., when τ in Fig. 3A Although the history formulation was derived assuming an unbounded population size, it is applicable for bounded populations, as seen by simulation results that closely match theoretical predictions (Fig. 3C) . This is not the result of a coalescent process approach (25) , i.e., a detailed calculation of the distribution of times to common ancestry in a single finite population, subject to a specific population process. Rather, the agreement is a consequence of the fact that whereas unbounded populations, in principle, have a wider distribution of H σ than bounded ones, in practice both distributions are dominated by the same class of optimal histories, with exponentially suppressed deviations. These histories optimize a trade-off, spending excess time in fit phenotypes without sacrificing excessively their a priori probability, thus multiplying fastest; histories deviating from this optimum are exponentially outcompeted. Averaging over independent histories in bounded populations, or over replicate experiments, probes this distribution without bias and allows accurate estimation of expectations such as M s .
To get an order-of-magnitude sense of the amount of data and time needed to estimate M s , Fig. 3C shows the variance of estimates that use 1,000 independent histories of length 100 time units, e.g., at τ ¼ 10 units, estimates have a 10% accuracy. To convert to real time, the adapted phenotype's growth rate of 1 per unit time is matched to a realistic growth rate for bacteria of 2 per hour (this corresponds to a doubling time of approximately 20 min), i.e., the time unit is half an hour. Each independent history is therefore about two days long and experiences a change of environment every 5 h. Each population in simulation is limited to a size smaller than 1,000 cells. An entire experiment that tracks hundreds of populations could thus be performed in a microfluidic device on a single microscope in two days. We note that while the direct tracking approach is eminently feasible for cellular populations, it will be difficult in large multicellular organisms. We do not rule out the possibility of applying the history formulation in such cases, because alternative approaches may eventually be found to infer the historical reproductive success of organisms.
A very general description of evolutionary change in populations of replicators, known as the Price equation (21), states that the change in the population average of any trait value is given by the covariance across the population between trait values and fitness [if trait values themselves can change in time, additional terms are necessary (26) ]. In the history formulation, one can derive (see SI Text) the following Price equations:
where we suppress the superscript on fitness values for notational ease. We can see that when β is varied, histories are the replicators, and their fitness is given by H σ . Viewed in the Price formulation, one trait value is f σðtÞ , i.e., the temporal growth rate of the cell σ at time t, and hence ∂f ∕∂β is given by Covðf σðtÞ ;H σ Þ. The historical fitness relation is likewise a Price equation, because if historical fitness itself is taken as a trait value, ∂H∕∂β is given by the covariance of the trait value, H σ , and its fitness, H σ , i.e., by VarðH σ Þ. When time is varied, rather than β, cells rather than histories are the replicators, and their fitness is given by βf σðtÞ . A cell's historical fitness H σ is then a trait value and obeys the Price equation, with additional terms appearing because the trait value itself changes temporally. The general idea of changing β in the population is similar to changing temperature in a physical system. The expression for population size as a sum over histories is precisely a partition sum of Boltzmann factors, with β playing the role of the inverse temperature. Mappings between population dynamics and statistical physics have a long history (23, (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) , dating back to an imaginative analogy by Fisher (6) between evolution and thermodynamics. Demetrius introduced the idea of entropy in the context of individual lineages, by examining a model of age-structured populations (27) . Derrida and Peliti introduced the connec-tion between evolutionary dynamics and the theory of disordered systems, such as spin glasses (29) . Spatial fluctuations in growing populations were considered via analogy with convection by Nelson and Shnerb (30) . Recently, several groups have described evolution of allele frequencies in populations using physical analogies, both from equilibrium and nonequilibrium points of view (32, 33) .
To characterize the interplay between mutation and selection, Baake and co-workers introduced the idea of the ancestral distribution of types along histories (23) and later, using the theory of large deviations, considered competitions between lines of descent having different ancestral distributions in a constant environment (reviewed in ref. 34) . As an alternative to large deviations, we previously presented a mapping between population dynamics and the theory of heteropolymers, which maps polymer conformations to histories, and predicted a population phase transition that occurs as environmental durations τ change (31). More recently, Mustonen and Laessig considered temporal trajectories of the frequency distribution, n i ðtÞ, as realizations of nonequilibrium dynamics in finite populations, and introduced a measure of population adaptation called the fitness flux, Φ, which considers the rate of frequency changes multiplied by their fitness value (33) . Because this approach is based on population trajectories, rather than individual histories, intriguing possibilities exist of bridging these two viewpoints.
The most important departure between the history formulation described here and previous studies is the introduction of the historical fitness relation as a tool to measure selection. Remarkably, at least in the simple cases we have examined, enough information exists in the distribution of cell divisions along individual histories for direct measurement of M s , without knowledge of individuals' phenotypic states and fitness values. This opens possibilities of precisely measuring the effect of selection in controlled experiments involving populations of microbes, other organisms, or individual cells.
Methods
Analytical Calculation of M s . The distribution of H σ (evaluated at β ¼ 1) has the following cumulant generating function: KðμÞ ¼ log ∑ σ x σ e μHσ ¼ log Nðt;1 þ μÞ − log Nðt;1Þ. If κ n is the nth cumulant of the historical fitness distribution, then we have κ n ¼ ∂ n KðμÞ ∂μ n μ¼0 ¼ t ∂ nΛ ∂β n β¼1 ; [3] i.e.,Λ is the cumulant generating function of historical fitness. To evaluate M s , we findΛ, take two β derivatives, and evaluate at β ¼ 1. For the periodic case of two environments considered in the text, we define the matrices A 1 and A 2 by ðA k Þ ij ≡ βf k i δ ij þ s k ij (where δ ij is the Kronecker delta symbol), and findΛ ¼ ð1∕2τÞ log λ 1 ½e τA1 e τA2 , where λ 1 denotes the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix, as in ref. 35 . For the case of two-by-two matrices, this is computable exactly, as is M s ¼ ∂ 2Λ ∕∂β 2 (evaluated at β ¼ 1), shown in Fig. 3 .
Simulation Method and Bounded Populations. Stochastic simulations of population dynamics were performed, in which all cell divisions were recorded, and all individuals' histories were stored. We used the two-state model described in Results, simulating the continuous-time stochastic processes for a small population as in ref. 35 . To avoid double counting, each division is assigned arbitrarily to one and only one lineage (see SI Text). Each time the population size reached 1,000 cells, only 100 randomly chosen cells were allowed to continue. Simulation length was 3,000 time units, and data from n runs ¼ 1;000 simulations were used to obtain each data point in Fig. 3C . The number of histories present in a bounded population comprises a tiny fraction of the total number of possible histories over any time interval. These histories are correlated due to common descent. To obtain independent histories for averaging, from each of the n runs simulations a single individual history and a time window of size t w were chosen randomly. The measurement formula for M s was applied to the n runs windows (with t ¼ t w ), to obtain one estimate of M s . The entire random windowing process was repeated 100 times (i.e., resampling from the same simulation data), and the estimates of M s were averaged, to obtain the final estimate. The results shown in Fig. 3 used a window size of t w ¼ 100 time units.
